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In a thinking skills lesson, Year 7 were
tasked with conducting a balloon debate
You are in a hot air balloon which is rapidly losing height and,
unless you get rid of someone, the whole balloon will crash. Who
would you ask to leave and why?

in the zone

The Best of Both
Worlds: The Great
Balloon Debate

With a list of passengers, they were asked to decide who was worthy of
keeping and why. This is an interesting task to set as it brings together
several skills.
If we start with the most obvious of benefits, a balloon debate
encourages children to start a debate. They need to express opinions
and as such need to start thinking about what their opinion might be.
This may sound like a small thing but for some children expressing an
opinion is not something they do for themselves. To speak your own
mind and make your own decisions takes courage. If you do not feel
strongly about anything it is often easier to go with the consensus,
to not rock the boat, to not be too different. How do you know what
you feel strongly about if you do not have discussions? In a debating
scenario that is clearly not based in reality, it can be easier to let yourself
go, think differently, be imaginative with your response.
There is also a big element of listening and working as a group. Year 7
were placed in small groups and in our scenario, they were going to do a
initial elimination round where they were to lose more than one person.
Their first decision as a group was to look at the list of passengers and
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decide which two they would
lose first. This meant that within
a small group they would need
to express their own opinion
but ultimately, they would need
to unite to express the group’s
opinion to other groups. They
listened to each other’s reasons
and came to a group decision. The
group then had a spokesperson
to feed back their conclusions.
This first round did a couple
of things, it got them talking
to each other initially but then
also formed a group mentality
that allowed them to unite in a
decision.
The second stage in our scenario
was that every group was then
given the name of a passenger
and they needed to formulate
an argument that would
demonstrate the value of keeping
this passenger. They quickly
realised that more information
was needed. The group then hit
research mode, looking for good
and useful information. They took
notes, collaborated in deciding
what was worth using and what
could be rejected. They compared
notes, followed different trains of
thoughts and then the argument
was formed.
With just two minutes to speak
their piece all groups put forward
their arguments. Some touched
on the morals of losing someone
like Florence Nightingale and

others on the necessity of valuing
art and literature, so keeping
Shakespeare or Beethoven.
Arguments put forward were,
and as you would hope, varied.
Then the whole year group had
to come to some consensus as to
who should stay and ultimately
who should go.

Freya in Year 7 gives her
opinion on the balloon
debate...

Thoughts from the computer science department

Although some would be
disappointed in losing their
passenger, all seemed pleased to
have had their say.
So when planning this debate
what were the things I took into
consideration?
I made a decision early on to
include passengers that they may
not know. I was happy with Ms
Nightingale but I also wanted to
encourage them to partake in
some form of simple research. We
have a policy of Bring Your Own
Device and this was the perfect
opportunity to use the fact.
With access to several devices
and working together, children
can look quickly at a number of
sites, compare the information,
make some conclusions about
its validity. When faced with
contradicting information they
had the tools to look further. The
good use of technology allowed
us to research and debate in a
short space of time. That has to be
the best of both worlds.

I have done a small amount
of debating before but never a
balloon debate. Together we had to
decide who to ‘throw over the edge’
until we only had 6 people left. I
knew some of the people but not
all of them, and I think that was the
same for all of us. In the first round
we worked together as a group to
go through each person and decide
then. We all tried to look at different
websites. We then started making
notes. We looked at how losing one
of these people would affect how
we live today.
When we were given our individual
passenger, we researched more
in-depth and were all working
together. We wrote notes on a
notepad and decided what was
important and what was not. I was
chosen to stand and talk about
Charles Darwin. Our group wrote
together the piece I was going to
give to the whole year.
I noticed all of us who spoke, had
spoken our speech a little fast. So,
if I get to do it again I will try to go
slower and clearer. I would try to
build an argument rather than just
use fact, not persuade people to
want him to stay.
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What do you think you learnt?
Talking in front of people is not
as scary as I thought and time to
prepare helps. I enjoyed the task
very much.

T

here is no question that the
invention of the Internet
and the World Wide Web have
changed the way we access
information forever; the genie is
out of the bottle.
The Portsmouth High School
‘Bring Your Own Device’ (BYOD)
scheme provides our learners with
access to this almost unlimited
information as soon as the need or
desire arises, without waiting until
the next opportunity to sit at a
desktop or laptop computer.
In addition to being able to
quickly access recommended
or curated content as advised
by their teachers, learners
can also delve deeper into a
topic by following links and
exploring additional sources
of information. With access to
such a wealth of information,

learners are quickly developing
their ability to question the
validity of information beyond a
simple binary ‘trustworthy or not’
decision but reviewing even wellregarded sources of information
for bias.

question that this immediate
access to information has
enabled completely new ways
of learning.
Dan Gardner
Digital Lead Teacher

Even in activities such as group
discussion or debate, there is no
www.portsmouthhigh.co.uk
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Female writers writing under
pseudonyms
Tilly Barker
Sixth Form student

Tilly Barker

Sixth Former Tilly shares her recent
academic lecture on why female writers
choose to write under pseudonyms
I am going to be talking about
female writers writing under
pseudonyms. To clarify, a
pseudonym is a name a writer
writes under that is not their
own name. I will especially be
looking at women writing under
male pseudonyms.
This was put into the spotlight
on social media in August
2020, where the Women’s Prize
for fiction ran a project called
‘hashtag reclaim her name’, where
they re-released 25 books written
under male pseudonyms under
the authors’ female names. The
point of the project was ‘finally
giving these women the credit
they deserved’, by placing these
names on the covers of these
books. On the surface, this seems
like an entirely valuable idea,
matching these novels to our
twenty-first century world, and for
many it was as simple as that.

However, this project received a lot
of backlash, not just from people on
the internet, as most things do, but
also from academics and historians.
The centre of this criticism was
the fact the project only really
worked on the surface. Despite
acknowledging that women
published under male pseudonyms
for ‘many reasons’, the enactment
of this project was criticised for
assuming a generalised reasoning
of ‘oppression’, offering a blanket
solution of ‘reclamation’. Essentially,
in attempting to acknowledge their
work, it ended up erasing their
choices.
And choice is a keyword here,
because it is significant to establish
that it was possible for women to
publish under their own names at
these times, although, as the critics
point out, the project attempts
to span a large and disparate
range of place and time. Women
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I chose to do my
academic lecture
on authorship
under pseudonyms,
particularly female
writers writing under
male pseudonyms,
after researching the
topic for the Newnham
College Woolf Essay
Contest.

in Britain have been writing for
centuries, with writers doing
so professionally even in the
17th century. Literary historian
Margaret Ezell cites Patricia
Crawford’s checklist of women’s
writings published between
1600 and 1700 as showing nearly
300 female writers writing in
that period, while also pointing
out that women had been
writing and circulating their
manuscripts, in a way that was at
the time ‘the standard, traditional
form of intellectual exchange’
through the Renaissance and
eighteenth century. Certainly, by
the nineteenth century women
were able to, and did, write, and
publish, for an audience, without
male pseudonyms.
This certainly is not to say that this
choice would not be faced with
misogynistic pushback that would
have deterred them from making
it, or that some women who did
not would not have preferred to
publish under their own name.
I cannot give you an in-depth
analysis of every woman who has

ever written under a pseudonym,
and I will not attempt to, but it is
possible to give you some idea
of a few, and I thought some of
our house namesakes would be a
good place to start.
Whichever Bronte the House (as in
Bronte House in school) is meant
to be, presumably Charlotte, they
all published under pseudonyms,
Currer, Ellis and Acton Bell, alter
egos they’d had since childhood.
After their deaths, in the 1850
preface to her sisters’ books,
Wuthering Heights and Agnes
Grey, Charlotte Bronte revealed
that they chose these ‘ambiguous’,
not necessarily male but not
female either, names because
they ‘had the vague impression
that authoresses are liable to be
looked on with prejudice’. This is
a clear example of where, while
they could publish under their
own names, misogyny remained
an obstacle, as she continues
that critics ‘sometimes use for
[women’s] chastisement the
weapon of personality, and for
their reward, a flattery, which is

not true praise’. The validity of
these comments is proved by
the criticism the Bronte sisters
received for their themes as being
‘unfeminine’ to write about.
And so, Bronte house is not
called Bell House. But Eliot
house, named after the writer
George Eliot, is named for
her pseudonym. The name
that the Reclaim Her Name
project republished her novel
Middlemarch under was Mary
Ann Evans, which, while her birth
name, critics pointed out was not
a name she consistently used in
her personal life, with her ‘real’
name having been debated, as
she went by multiple spellings
and multiple surnames through
her life. But what was consistent
was ‘George Eliot’ as her writing
persona. The reveal of her identity
publicly, because people did
know who George Eliot was at the
time, was not pleasant for her, as
it was a pseudonym chosen for its
practical anonymity, separating
her writing from her past, and the
people who might see themselves

Through this research,
looking further than
the idea authors
were ‘forced’ to take
these pseudonyms,
I became fascinated
by the complexity of
something that I had
previously thought of as
being quite simple.

Figure 1 George Eliot’s Middlemarch was republished under the name of Mary Ann Evans.
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in it, as well as for her situation
at the time, living with a married
man. She put in a letter in 1879
that she “wish[ed] always to be
quoted as George Eliot’’, reflecting
the fact that this name was her
‘public brand name’ as it were, and
is the name that truly represents
the work that she published.

convention, with modern
emphasis on unique authorship
being less of a concern of earlier
literary practice seen where,
for example, approximately 50
percent of fiction between 16601750 had no author listed on the
title page, and another 20% has
another tagline or pseudonym.

Jane Austen did not publish under
a male pseudonym, but she also
did not publish under her own
name. She instead published
under the anonymous pseudonym
‘By A Lady’. My personal favourite
article suggested that in doing
this, she was attempting to
‘fight patriarchy’, which is a nice
thought, but probably not quite
accurate, with this pseudonym
being incredibly common,
for both men and women, to
the extent that, according to
research by academic James
Raven, almost a third of novels
published in 1785 were attributed
to this pseudonym. This reflected
something that it is significant to
acknowledge: the extent to which
anonymity was an established

The draw of anonymity is not
a thing of the past, people still
write under names that are not
their own in the present, for
equally diverse reasons. A modern
example of the multifaceted
nature of writing under a male
pseudonym, or one without an
obvious gender, as the Brontës
claimed theirs were, is J.K.
Rowling. She took the name J.K.
Rowling for her first book at her
publisher’s request, to ‘disguise
[her] gender’, on the assumption
that a clearly female writer would
make the appeal too narrow.
Later in life she published a series
as Robert Galbraith, a name she
herself chose in order to ‘fly under
the radar’ by creating a writing
persona ‘as far away as possible

from [herself ]’. Just as George
Eliot is a writing persona, J.K.
Rowling has said that while
she would not have chosen to
publish as J.K. Rowling, she now
enjoys the ‘separation’ between
her private life and her writing.
Misogyny clearly still exists in
the publishing industry, seen
in experiments such as that of
the author Catherine Nichols’ in
2015, where she made the same
submissions under her own and a
clearly male name, and received
drastically different responses,
including one agent rejecting it
from her own name and asking
to send it to a more senior agent
under the male name. I give the
example of JK Rowling here, to
show that even in this context
we can recognise nuance in her
choices, we are able to see her
as an individual rather than part
of an oppressed monolith who
all make choices for the same
reasons, a courtesy we need to
extend to women in history as
well.

Additionally, while I would
not anachronistically describe
historical people with defined
modern labels, it is not a new idea
that people’s birth names are not
necessarily the ones that they
would wish to be defined by, for a
variety of reasons. This could be a
dislike for the name, a disconnect
from their family, or because
another name better reflected
how they wished to be perceived.
Another example from the
Reclaim Her Name project is the
writer Vernon Lee, who used the
name interchangeably with her
birth name Violet in her personal
life, where she reportedly had
relationships with women and
often dressed in men’s clothes.
In 1875 she wrote that her
pseudonym had ‘the advantage
of leaving it undecided whether
the writer be a man or a woman’,
and Dr Ana Parejo Vadillo, reader
in Victorian literature at Birkbeck,
suggests that this ‘sense of being
free from gender, free from sex,
at a period in which those kinds
of categories are very heavily

fixed in the minds, was quite
important for her’. Additionally,
she suggests that, especially
since everyone knew who the
author was, retribution of her
books to her birth name can be
seen as less a liberation and more
‘erasing queerness’ in some form
or another.
I cannot vouch for the accuracy
of this reading, as I am, more or
less unfortunately, neither a mind
reader nor a time traveller. But
it is clear that respect and credit
are not necessarily synonymous
with posthumously returning
people to birth names they did
not always choose to be defined
by in life. With so many conflicting
factors and individual contexts,
it is impossible to make a valid
all-encompassing judgment
as to what the choice to take a
pseudonym, male or otherwise,
represents. The Reclaim Her
Name project was criticised, in
an article for the Literary Hub, for
its conflation of ‘very different
publishing and social landscapes
(temporal as well as geographic)’,

and this would be a valid
criticism of any attempt at a truly
definitive answer. The examples
in this speech are mainly white
British writers, but authors have
made, and continue to make,
the choice to take pseudonyms
in a multitude of contexts for
a multitude of intersecting
individual reasons. It is far more
conducive to giving the authors
the credit they deserve to instead
look at them as individuals,
certainly affected by societal
factors, but not solely defined by
them, as we do modern women.
We cannot simply gloss over
complex experiences and history
with the assumption that our
modern point of view informs
us best. By characterising these
authors’ choices with a sloppy
generalisation, we undermine
their agency and lose nuance in
our understanding of not only
unique and fascinating historical
people and the world they lived
in, but also the one we live in
today.

The London School of Economics
Ruby Newport Spiers
Summer School
Class of 2021

I

was privileged to attend the
LSE Summer School this year
by virtue of the GDST’s Year 13
Bursary.

Figure 2 J.K. Rowling published a series of books as Robert Galbraith later in life.
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The Summer School ran from
27 June to 22 August and was
divided into three 3-week
sessions, which were hosted
both online and in person. Each
session contained a broad array
of courses, from Economics
to Psychology, Business and
Management to Law. Parallel
to the academic courses, the
Summer School also ran a Social
and Professional programme,

which was accessible to all
Summer School students
online throughout the summer,
regardless of the session their
academic course was in. I travelled
to London to participate in person
in a third session course (2 -22
August) entitled the ‘Wealth
(and Poverty) of Nations: Global
Economic Development Past and
Present’.
The title of my chosen course
seemed rather imposing, however
it combined two of my greatest
interests, history and economics.
I had studied history at A Level,
www.portsmouthhigh.co.uk
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having found a passion for it
at GCSE but it was only during
Year 12 that I discovered the
fascinating subject of economics
and realised that it would
allow me to continue to study
mathematics whilst considering
fundamental social dilemmas at
university. I hoped that the course
would help me gain a greater
understanding of economics (as
I had not studied it at A Level)
through a subject I was already
familiar with, history. Also, as
a keen historian, I wanted to
achieve an understanding of
how economics had evolved in
order to give a broader context
when studying the subject in the
contemporary age and in the
belief that past situations may
provide lessons for the future.
By covering global economic
history, from the Neolithic
Revolution until the present day,
and comparing different world
regions throughout the period
studied, the course widened
my knowledge far more than I
had anticipated. Not only did I
gain context for the evolution
of economics, but I also learnt
the importance of cultural
influence in shaping economic
development, which bought an
often forgotten human aspect
to the subject. In order to fully
understand the topics of the
course I was introduced to new
concepts such the equation
for calculating Total Factor
Productivity (TPF) and solidified
my understanding of topics
I had previously only briefly
encountered, such as the Gold
Standard. I greatly enjoyed my
time studying at LSE and was truly
fascinated by the topics and ideas
that were introduced to me.
Next year, I intend taking a gap
year, having deferred my place

at the University of Warwick to
read PPE (Philosophy, Politics
and Economics). During my gap
year I hope to apply for a degree
apprenticeship in economics.
I will use the time to develop
further my knowledge and
experience in the subject, with
the aim of improving my CV
and hopefully this will lead to a
successful application.
The opportunities that the
bursary has afforded me will be
invaluable this coming year and
as I progress to higher education.
From an academic perspective,
the course has provided me
with an insight into the realm of
university study and prepared
me for the more intense level
of study that will be required if
my apprenticeship application
is successful, particularly as I
will have to balance my studies
with work. Having not studied
economics at A Level the course
will act as material evidence to
help me prove my passion for
economics and aid my quest
to further my understanding.
Outside of the strictly academic
value of the course, the
professional programme lectures
have equipped me with some
brilliant advice on how to pursue
my career, such as how to answer
the top ten hardest interview
questions and how to ensure
your CV and covering letter will
be noticed in the sea of graduate
applications.
I cannot emphasise enough how
much I would encourage students
interested in applying for the
bursary next year to do so. My
advice would be to select a course
that you are genuinely passionate
about studying, as it will help you
to convey your commitment to
the course in your application
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and the intensity of the course
will require a real desire to learn
in order to get you through the
late nights of reading. Also, when
applying do not forget all of the
extra-curricular (UCAS) things
that you have done to prove your
interest in your subject or career
path. I would encourage those
lucky enough to be selected to
make the most of all the summer
school has to offer: make sure
to do some of the prior reading
to the course so that you are
more confident going into your
first lectures and take part in the
online social and professional
lectures throughout the summer
because whilst you are there,
you may be too engrossed in
your course to attend. Most of all,
enjoy everything that is on offer
from this amazing opportunity.
Thank you so much to the GDST
for awarding me this incredible
opportunity, I feel honoured to
have had the chance to have
studied at the LSE Summer
School and believe that the
experience will significantly
benefit me as I pursue a career
in economics. I would also like to
thank Head of Careers Mrs Davies
for encouraging me to apply
and Headmistress Mrs Prescott
and Head of Sixth Mr Smith for
endorsing my application when
the GDST enquired about offering
the bursary to me. I feel incredibly
lucky to have attended such an
incredibly supportive school
and one that is connected to the
brilliant and unique network of
the GDST.

